LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES
LATAM 750 Study in Latin America Arranged*
LATAM 797 Research in LATAM Arranged
LATAM 798 Special Study Arranged

ECONOMICS
ECON 561 International Trade TTH 11:00-12:15pm Y. Liang
ECON 592 Intntl Mon Theory & Pol TTH 2:00-3:15pm

GEOGRAPHY
GEOG 506 Landscape Ecology TH 9:00-11:40am L. An

HISTORY
HIST 550 Colonial Mexico TH 4:00-6:40pm P. De Vos
HIST 553 Slavery in the Americas W 4:00-6:40pm T. Passananti

SOCIOLOGY
SOC-522 Fam Comp & Crss-Cult TH 4:00-6:40pm N. Ojeda

SPANISH
SPAN-602 Fndtn Res Meth Hisp Ling W 4:00-6:40pm L. Schmidt
SPAN 606 Span Amr Lit Indpc-Pres M 4:00-6:40pm J. Martin
SPAN-760 Sem: Trnsatltc Imaginary T 4:00-6:40pm D. Ares-Lopez

*Allowed elective when course is offered at COLEF; check with Latin American studies graduate advisor before enrolling